6TH STREET BETWEEN BRAZOS AND IH35
THE PECAN STREET ASSOCIATION PRESENTS
THE 48TH ANNUAL SPRING PECAN STREET FESTIVAL

RED RIVER STAGE
12:00PM STRAWBITTY YOPS
1:00PM LITTLE COMIC
2:00PM AMBER DREAMS
3:00PM HALLO
4:00PM DUB EQUIS
5:00PM A CAPELLA TEXAS
6:00PM COLETON WILCOX

NECHES STAGE
12:00PM EN ORBITO
1:30PM LOS GATOS 512
3:00PM JAIME MEXIA OF VOLCAN
4:30PM MARIO Y SU TIMBEKO
6:00PM SUNNY SAUCEDA

TRINITY STAGE
12:00PM TIME TRAVELING WIZARD PEOPLE
1:00PM SEEDS OF SOUL
2:00PM KENNY NORMAL
3:00PM FLIGHT BY NOTHING
4:00PM WINDOW SHOP
5:00PM SAMI & THE ENGINES
6:00PM MIGUEL ST. MICHAEL

SUNDAY | MAY 7